Techniques of squid fishing will be instructed in details by the crew. It
takes only some minutes for tourists to fish the squid by themselves
without any the assistance. The spoils will be processed into the attractive
porridge with squid or excellent specialties. The night falling down makes
whole Phu Quoc Island become quiet, yet the life of the fishermen at the
sea becomes much more hustling with twinkling lights. It is the high time
to experience the interesting relaxing moments at sea among the
boundless night. It deserves one of the credibly wonderful experiences in
the journey of discovering Phu Quoc travel attracting the great number of
both domestic and international tourists. If having the opportunity to Phu
Quoc, tourists do not need to apply Vietnam visa and should enjoy the
delightful feelings when fishing the squid. Squid fishing trips Phu Quoc will
surely take tourists closer to nature, bring them to immerse in the daily
life of the people in Phu Quoc, and forget the bustle and hustle of the
urban life. The trips thus display their significant contributions in bringing
Phu Quoc tourism closer to tourists both at home and abroad.
Snorkeling is an activity loved by many that the whole family can enjoy,
either as a day trip, or simply a beach activity. Snorkeling is really easy,
and the great thing is that there is no age limit, you do not have to be
very fit or sporty, even non-swimmers can do it by wearing a life-vest;
just simply float and watch the fish and coral. Learn about all the
snorkeling spots on Phu Quoc by reading our island snorkeling guide
today. From snorkeling, scuba diving, golfing and more… discover all the
cool things you can do right here on Phu Quoc Island. There are many
things to do on Phu Quoc and what you want to do depends on how much
time you have and your interests. Below we have listed all the activities
you can do during your stay here on the island. Not everyone wants to
scuba dive and, to be honest, Phu Quoc is not a great scuba diving
destination. Phu Quoc, however, is a great snorkeling destination as the
reefs surrounding the island archipelago are easily accessible and it is an
activity that can be enjoyed by everyone at any time, even if you do not
know how to swim! The island’s monsoonal sub-equatorial climate is
characterized by distinct rainy (June to November) and dry seasons
(December to May). The annual rainfall is high, averaging 2,879
millimetres (9.446 ft). In the northern mountains up to 4,000 millimetres

(13 ft) has been recorded. April and May are the hottest months, with
temperature reaching 35 °C (95 °F). Our snorkeling guidebook provides
the recreational snorkeler tremendous value as we outline the best beach
snorkeling & offshore snorkeling spots found throughout the island
archipelago, supplementary snorkeling videos, and detailed information
on how to access these spots.
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